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 Future to Discover:

• Learning Accounts                                                                

• Explore Your Horizons                                                          

 Raising the Grade

 Life After 
High School

 Needs Assessment
Simplification

 AVID

Different intervention pathways to increase access to PSE being 
tested by SRDC

Financial 
confidence

Career 
EducationSimplify

Academic 
upgrading
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 EYH: Explore Your 
Horizons         

Enhanced early career 
education in Grades 10, 
11, and 12 

Future to Discover tested two interventions separately and in 
parallel

 LA: Learning Accounts

Early guarantee of $8,000 
grant to pursue PSE for 
lower-income students



Grade 9 
students in 
51 schools

New Brunswick 
Learning Accounts eligible

Random 
Assignment

Comparison 
Group

Learning 
Accounts

Explore Your 
Horizons + Learning 

Accounts

Explore Your 
Horizons

New Brunswick 
Learning Accounts ineligible, 

and Manitoba participants

Random Assignment

Explore Your 
Horizons

Comparison
group

27

A random sample of 5,400 Grade 9 students were randomly 
assigned in NB and MB
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Presentation of experimental impact results: example of high 
school graduation

***

***

***

***
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Early promise of grants (LA) increases college program enrollment, 
and also university for students from first-generation families
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Early promise of grants (LA) increases attainment of 
postsecondary credentials
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Enhanced career education (EYH) increases enrollment in PSE: 
notably university programs
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Enhanced career education (EYH) does not increase attainment 
of postsecondary credentials
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Combined EYH+LA increase university enrollment and also 
college enrollment for males
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Combined EYH+LA increase attainment of postsecondary 
credentials for first-generation families, boys
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 Youth can be sensitive to reasonably modest interventions to make 
potentially major changes in their lives:

• Among the ‘same’ NB students, EYH and EYH+LA increased 
university enrolment. LA increased collegeenrolment. 

 Broad ‘unbiased’ career exploration increases participation in PSE 
for males & females. Also tends to promote atypical PSE pathways, 
e.g., university and (not shown) apprenticeships and take up of 
student financial aid.

 Both interventions increase educational attainment for males.

 The benefit cost-analysis forecasts LA to be very cost effective, 
generating $2+ benefit per dollar cost to government. 

Future to Discover continues: Take-aways to date
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Reporting later this year:

 Linkage to tax records to observe impacts on labour market 
participation and earnings, 10 years on from Grade 9.

Future to Discover continues: Next steps


